The Federal Government on Wednesday said that the ongoing HIV survey result would change the HIV landscape in Nigeria. The Minister of Health, Prof. Isaac Adewole, said this at the 4th annual Nigeria Implementation Science Alliance (NISA) conference in Abuja. Adewole, who was represented by the Director-General, National Agency for the Control of AIDS (NACA), Dr Sani Aliyu, expressed optimism that the HIV narratives would change for the better. The minister who noted the theme of the conference as evidence-based approaches to enhance the quality of care added that NISA was aimed at promoting research in Nigeria. He said that government plan to domesticate HIV response and ensure it would be delivered primarily for Nigerians. "Secondly, the government would improve quality of care of patients and create a sustainable programme," he said. Prof. Echezona Ezeanolue, the Vice President, Innovation Healthysunrise Foundation, USA, said that researchers were working hard to proffer solutions to help combat infectious diseases and make the health system better. Ezeanolue highlighted the main
objectives of the conference as to foster dissemination of research work, implementation and to effect change in policy, review challenges and identify new strategies in implementation science. He said that NISA majors in solving problems and one of the problems the conference was looking at solving were finding a solution to the 36,000 children born with HIV in the country. "We already know the problems and what can help solve the problems; we are spending close to a 100 million dollars for a national survey. "What we thought was missing was a forum, when the researchers start their work, they can easily find researchers in Nigeria to work with because we have well-trained people in Nigeria. "At the end of the survey, people will have access to the result and be able to use it to advance the health system. "We do not just attract funds to Nigeria, we work with the federal government to bring expertise from the civil service to work together," he said. The Chief Executive Officer, Institute of Human Virology, Nigeria (IHVN), Dr Patrick Dakum, said that although there were great improvements in the health system, the country still has a long way to go. Dakum, who noted that there were over 30 laboratories for HIV testing in the country, underscored the need to build stronger and well-equipped laboratories. (NAN)
"Kidding" series comedian Jim Carrey lashed out at President Donald Trump in a biting speech at the Britannia Awards, accusing him of "kidnapping children," and declaring, "shamelessness is not, and will never be a superpower." In

GENEVA, Oct. 28, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- Today on World Stroke Day, October 29th the World Stroke Organization, is calling for urgent action and investment to address the growing burden of stroke and circulatory diseases globally. Highlighting

2018/10/28 09:20 SEOUL, Oct. 28 (Yonhap) -- Samsung Electronics Co. said Sunday it completed the installation of a large-sized signage at State Farm Arena, the home of the Atlanta Hawks of the U.S. National Basketball Association

In U.S. Senate race, both sides take heart in massive early voting numbers
RICHMOND - For all the sharp differences in their U.S. Senate race, both Ted Cruz and Beto O'Rourke are sharing some common ground with days to go: Both see promise for their campaigns.

**Ted Cruz says current tone of political rhetoric is 'not good for our country'**

19 HOURS AGO

CLOSE Both Ted Cruz and Beto O'Rourke denounce violence and the overheated comments that dominates the 2018 midterm elections. RICHMOND, Texas - U.S. Sen. Ted Cruz, at a campaign rally near Houston on Saturday, condemned.

**Tarrant County candidates speak at Democratic rally | Fort Worth Star-Telegram**

19 HOURS AGO

Beto O'Rourke, Rev. Jesse Jackson and other speakers called for an end to the political divisiveness they say is rampant in the U.S. at a Democratic "Get Out the Vote" rally Saturday in Fort Worth.
Red Dead Redemption 2 Tips and Tricks, Things you have Seen, but Never Really Cared About - FGR

“America, 1899. The end of the wild west era has begun as [Read More...]
Barcelona 2-0 Real Madrid LIVE: Philippe Coutinho and Luis Suarez put Barca in control

Barcelona XI: Ter Stegen, Roberto, Pique, Lenglet, Alba; Arthur, Busquets, Rakitic; Rafinha, [Read More...]

- Watch El Clasico match online today
- Courtois returns, Bale and Benzema start for Real against Messi-less Barca
PS Plus November 2018 NEWS: Free PS4 games revealed for PlayStation Plus

PlayStation Plus free PS4 games may have been revealed for November 2018. [Read More...]

› Best SSD for gaming 2018: shorter loading times, smoother streaming

› Xbox One News: Microsoft surprise fans with a HUGE console announcement

RUMORS RECENT STORIES
"The Eagles see their biggest problems right now as defensive back and offensive tackle"

Let's get to the Philadelphia Eagles links ...

The Rams Are Facing [Read More...]

› NFL Rumors: This Incident Led To Jaguars Players' Detainment In London

› Stories About Angelina Jolie, Brad Pitt's Thoughts On Calling, Talking Are Made-Up

TRAVEL RECENT STORIES

Space travel can alter the brain: Study

Spending long periods in space may not only lead to muscle atrophy [Read More...]
Space travel alters brain, changes in tissue volumes remain detectable for six months: Study

Space travel for long periods can have lasting effects on the brain: Study- Technology News, Firstpost

Stainless Steel Shower Drains Market Research Approach 2017, latest Trends, Growth Rate by Region Wise, Global Forecast To 2022

Stainless Steel Shower Drains Market research helps to understand the competitive outlook [Read More...]

Stainless Steel Floor Drains Market Research by Experts 2017, Growth Rate by Region Wise, Competitive Landscape Global Forecast To 2022
Global Power Sockets Market Study 2018 - Jung, EVOline, Atelier Luxus, FEDE, Gi Gambarelli, Heinrich Kopp, GROUPE ARNOULD

ENTERTAINMENT RECENT STORIES

The Simpsons die-hard fans outraged after bosses write out Apu following backlash over racial stereotyping

FANS of The Simpsons have been left outraged after it was confirmed [Read More...]

Raw Star Pulled From WWE Evolution Women’s Battle Royal, MYC Competitor Suffers Severe Leg Injury - Wrestling Inc.

Gabrielle Union nails Gwen Stefani costume for Halloween party

POLITICS RECENT STORIES
Stroke Leaders Highlight Global Cost of Government Inaction

GENEVA, Oct. 28, 2018 /PRNewswire/ --
Today on World Stroke Day, October [Read More...]

› Carrey Jabs at Trump: 'Shamelessness Is Not a Superpower'

› Samsung installs high-end signage at NBA stadium